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contributed by:

Adam Butcher

India is a country that for many of us
is as far away as the moon. We see the people
everyday either in our community or in
snapshots, but we know little about them or
about their culture. We could ask the Indians
here or read about them in a textbook; but still
it seems far away.
Josh Walker and Jeffery DeLoach
will be spending five months in India. They
will not be tourists, but students attending
AndharuniversityinthccityofVisakhabatnm
on the southeastern coast of India. The classes
they will attend cover Political Science,
International Relations, and the Indian
languages. They arc part of the continuing
exchange program between Armstrong State
College and Andhar University.
Last summer Dr. Kumar, a Political
Sceince professor from Andhar university,
was the first in the exchange process. He
gave several interesting lectures about India
and her political system. To continue the
exchange our own History professor Dr.
Jimmie Gross went to India and lectured at
Andhar. Walkcrand DeLoach will now spend
the spring there. Their supervisor at the
university will be Dr. Kumar.

Dr. Vijay Kapur, a Political Sceince
professor here at Armstrong, has worked
very hard on this project. According to Josh
Walker, Kapur has been a great help in
getting them prepared for their trip and
working through the bugs which still exist in
the relatively new program. Others working
on the project have been Dr. Joe Buck and
Dr. Joe Adams.
Dean Adams sees this program as
benefiting Armstrong by making us "more
informed about international activities and
about people abroad."
Qualified students had to have a
grade point average of 3.0 or greater. The
students also had to have an interest in India
and as Dr. Kapur put, "They have to be eager
to learn."
Josh Walker is a Political Sceince
major who will finish his studies while in
India. Walker stated that afterward he will
work toward a law degree. He hopes to enter
the field of international law. He is not a
stranger to the exchange process. He went to
West Germany attending an university there.
I n I ndia he hopes to study the ircu lturc, hist ory,
and Indian democracy. He reminds us that
India is the largest democracy in the world.
He stated that to learn about a country you

must live in that country. Isolationism, he
believes, is not feasible in the today's world.
Jeffery DeLoach already has his
degree in Political Sceince and is now working
toward his Masters Degree. He stated that he
was not interested in a law degree but was
interested in fields relating to Political
Sceince. He feels that knowledge of India is
crucial because shortly it will have the largest
population in the world and prehaps soon
become a permanent member of the United
Nations. He believes it is important to
understand the human aspect of India as well
as it geopolitical significance.
Both see themselves as ambassadors
of Armstrong State college and the United
States. They do not feel pressure, but they do
understand how important it is that they
represent us well.
The importance of this program
extends much farther than obtaining or
acquiring an education or credit hours. Those
things, too, are important but they have their
place in the reality of Armstrong and for
personal needs. The greater need here is for
two cultures, worlds apart to come little closer.
India for some might as well be the moon, but
for Josh Walker and Jeffery DeLoach it will
be reality.

Still Afraid of the Dark...
contributed by:

Michael Walker

Armstrong State College has a light
ing problem. I'm no authority on illumina
tion, I admit, but I have eyes, I've been a kid,
and I k now what it's like to be afraid of the
dark. ASC is a dark place at night. Dark dark.
Armstrong is too dark. Dark as pitch. The
campus needs more lighting. There, have I
said it enough? Apparently not. During the
last few years several articles have appeared
in the Inkwell concerning the campus light
ing problem, still the administration has taken
no significant measure to address the prob
lem. While a lack of funds is their explana
tion, 1 say there is no excuse.
SGA President Kelly Swain agrees.
She, too, recognized the severity of the prob
lem and decided to do something about it.
"Too many students expressed concern for
me to ignore the problem. Also," Swain con
tinued, "I know by personal experience how
dark this campus is at night, especially dur
ing the winter months when days are shorter."

Swain contacted SEPCO and invited them
to come out and investigate the campus at
night. Their assessment: campus lighting
could be much better.
After meeting with the experts from
SEPCO, Swain contacted Director of Plant
Operations David Faircloth, who was ex
tremely eager to help. He, too, recognized
the severity of the lighting problem and knew
that something needed to be done. In fact,
Faircloth identified inadequate lighting as a
top concern of his when he came to ASC a
year ago. Faircloth, who was director of resi
dential facilities at both Georgia Southern
and Clemson before coming to ASC, under
stands that safety must be "the number one
issue." During his first year, Faircloth was
forced to deal with small operational bud
gets which prevented any major lighting im
provements. Still, he had a plan.
Faircloth called together members
of his staff and faculty and student represen
tatives, and the group walked around the
campus identifying four areas of concern: 1)

the big parking lot, 2) traffic paths to the big
lot, 3) the quadrangle, and 4) a handful of
isolated areas. Having identified specific
problems, Faircloth and his crew set about
correcting them. Though still hindered by
an obstinate administration, Plant Operations
has installed new lights in key areas (particu
larly next to Lane Library), upgraded exist
ing lights, and taken steps to maximize the
effectiveness of existing lights.
As a result, the campus is a little
brighter and, for some, a little safer. But it is
still too dark. Spooky dark. And I am more
than a little frustrated. How many complaints
have to be registered before this problem is
taken seriously by those who control the
money? If they are wont to group the' light
ing problem and the parking problem to
gether as perennial student complaints, let
me speak for many students: I don't see it
that way. The lack of parking is only a prob
lem in that it is inconvenient. The lack of
adequate lighting is a problem in that it
causes fear.
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Globetrotting: Raymond Flips for British Studies
contributed by:

Aurelia Roth

Our eminent English professor Dr.
Raymond doing a back flip in front of a
London hotel?
Yes, the picture is right but there is
more to it, so let's start at the beginning. For
5 weeks, from the end of June to the
beginning of August 1994, Dr. Richard
Raymond, LLDA, went to London "to learn
the ropes," as he called it. He accompanied
Dr. Roger Warlick, History, who has since
retired, and a group of ASC students as the
Associate Director of the traditional "British
Studies" course in preparation for his role
as next year's director.
The program provides for
participating students — undergraduates as
well as graduates — to get credit for 10 hours
— 5 in History and 5 in English. The English
course, titled "British Theatre," will be
taught by Raymond next year, while the
History course will be presented by a young
Ph. D. from Oxford University. Time is spent
equally between classroom hours and
excursions but exploration into city and
countryside is the real adventure.
Raymond speaks passionately
about his latest London endeavor not only
because he believes that being in a country
other than one's own is exciting, refreshing,
and mind-expanding, but also because
learning is made so easy and pleasant.
A sample day in England went
about like this: swooning over awesome
Stonehcnge in the morning, as well as a little
village named Avcsbury which also sports
ancient, ceremonial stones, then taking in
the famous cathedral of Winchester in the

afternoon. And while the person Richard
Raymond appreciated the ancient
phenomenon of Stonehenge, the literature
professor Dr. Raymond, at the sight of
Winchester Cathedral, felt compelled to
dedicate a quiet minute to the novelist Jane
Austen who died here.
Other excursions went to Stratford
on Avon, to Warwick Castle (pronounced
Wark) and Oxford
University. On this
particular trip the
group took a onehour train ride,
boarding
at
London's Victoria
Station, which
turned out to be
e s p e c i a l l y
enjoyable because
of the attentive
service of stewards
and the absolutely
clean environment.
P u b l i c
transportation in
London is made
easy by purchasing

good. There is no question though, he says,
that he prefers cold lager over warm ale.
Food for the brain was just as plenty
and varied. While the History course covered
general history from ancient times up until
our time, "British Theater" concentrated on
five plays being performed in London's
local theaters. First the students read the play,
then discussed it and finally witnessed the

a 5-week "tube ticket" for 50 pounds which
is valid for the whole underground system.
The group took advantage of this
amenity and crisscrossed the city
extensively; and since they were given much
freedom, students often took off by
themselves, alone or in small groups, for
special excursions. Raymond particularly
liked the London pubs with their meat and
fish pies. He also experimented a little with
different beers and ales and found them all

performances. They were thus privileged to
view — in theNational Theater—Tennessee
Williams' Sweet Bird ofYouth. Chekhov's
The Seagull, and T. S. Elliot's Murder in the
Cathedral. In the Barbican Theater they saw
Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice and
in an outdoor theater, Hamlet. As part of
their course studies, the students then wrote
a literary analysis, evaluating the
performance of the play by holding it up to
the text.

Dr. Richard Raymond (far right) in London

1994 Miss ASC Robin Mitchell
will give up her crown
this Friday night at the
1995 Miss Armstrong
State College scholarship
pageant, in the Fine Arts
Auditorium at 8:00 pm.
All ASC students, faculty,
and staff are welcome
and will be admitted free
of charge with a
valid ID card. Guest
tickets are $5 for adults
and $3 for children.
This promises to be an
exciting night of
fun and entertainment.

The major projects in History
consisted of "site reports." In the process,
students turned in research projects on the
British Museum, the Kensington Castle, the
White Tower (part of the Tower of London)
and the tube system. On the weekends,
however, students had plenty of time to
venture out on their own toplaccslike Paris,
Ireland, and Dover.
Richard Raymond is very much
looking forward to next year, hoping for

even more students to grab the opportunity
to travel and study abroad. In die meantime,
he keeps his fingers crossed that extra
scholarships the administration is trying to
procure, (a smaller one, the Jones
scholarship is already available) will
materialize.
After the five weeks were over,
Raymond added special highlights to the trip
by taking his wife Judy who had joined him,
to the South Coast of England. He speaks
passionately of beautiful Dorchester —
"Hardy country," he says,— and describes
vividly the beauty of Dartmoor National
Park (which has dwarfponies!), Lyme Regis,
Southampton, and the Plymouth area. Then,
from Exeter, they went straight to London
whence they flew
out and back to the
U.S. of A.
What the couple liked so much
about this trip was their success at staying
"off the beaten path." They used Bed and
Breakfast Inns throughout, such as an
elegant 18th century building in Dibden.
And while Dorchester was crawling with
tourists, they cherished an old vickerage in
Affpuddle. One of Raymond's favorite
places was Kingsand on the bay of the
English Channel.
What remains is a grateful
professor, wistful and reminiscent — and a
hopeless anglophile, who has given his
office a bit of a "shrine" look: under the
picture of Samuel Johnson's house on Fleet
Street is a quote of Tristram Shandv by
Laurence Sterne, and on the other wall arcmaps of England and Scotland, a poster of
the British Royal family tree, pictures of"
landscapes and Windermere —"Wordsworth
country."
Was Dr. Johnson right when he
pondered: "Human life is every where a state
in which much is to be endured and little to
be enjoyed"?
I think, not! When Raymond came
back to the hotel one day, some students were
doing cartwheels in f ront of it; it was mere
joie de vivre —they were just happy.
Raymond didn't hesitate, he was happy too;
and so it was only appropriate that he did
his famous back flip.

NAVAL
Bv^H?SERvl RESERVE
Fulfill Your Professional Goals
The Naval Reserve is seekin g qualified physicians and nurses. Benefits
include continued education, a retirement plan, and the pride that comes
from serving your country. Certain critical care specialists (including
residents) may qualify for financial bonuses and flexible drilling
schedules. Call:

1-800-443-6419

:

You and the Naval Reserve. Full Speed Ahead.

SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN
If you're enrolled in the first or second
year of a college program leading to an
associate degree, or have already re ceived
an associate degree from an accredited
junior/community college, here's an
opportunity offered to you by the N avy.
If you continue on to an accredited
college/university you could earn more
than $1,600 a month during your
sophomore,junior and senior years. That
totals as much as $50,000 by graduation.
You must be a United States citizen and
have a GPA of 2.7 or better. To see if
you qualify, call -

ASCPD Corporal Janice King
graduated from the Macon, Georgia
D.A.R.E. Officer Program on December 16,
1994. The D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) Officer course of instruction is a
two week intensive program to develop law
enforcement officer's abilities
in
communicating the dangers of drug abuse to
young people in public schools.
"Corporal King's certification as a
D.A.R.E. officer adds a new facet to her
capabilities as a Georgia peace officer and
rcflcctcs a strong positive image for her
department and Armstrong State College,"
says ASCPD Captain Lee Brown.

1-800-342-8123 (FL)
1-800-843-2189 (OUTSIDE FL)

NAVY OFFICER

You and the Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.

Take Care of Next Year's Financial Aid Now
contributed by:

Heather Mills
Financial aid applications for the
1995-96 academic year arc now available in
the Office of Student Financial Aid. If you
are interested in student loans, federal or state
grants (including the HOPE Grant), and
many typo ><:Scholarships, you should begin
the financial aid process as soon as possible.
Even students who arc currently receiving aid
must reapply for the coming academic year.
Financial aid is available in two
forms: grants and scholarships ("gifts") and
loans (which must be repaid). One of the
best-known programs is the Federal Pell
Grant program, which awards up to S2300 a
year to students with financial need. The
Federal
Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG) is also based on
need, but funds are limited. Students who
apply early have a much greater chance of
receiving SEOG funds.
State programs include the HOPE
Grant, awarded on the basis of GPA, and the
State Student Incentive Grant (SIG), awarded
on the basis of need. Another state-funded
program is the Service Cancelable Loan, also
known as the Critical Fields Loan. Funds
from these loans are available for certain
health and education majors. The students
may borrow up to S2000 per academic year.
The loan is repaid by the state in return for
service in that field after graduation. Georgia
repays one year of borrowing for each year
of service. The Service Cancelable Loan and
the SIG, like the Federal SEOG, have limited
funding and arc awarded to the students who
apply earliest.
/\f
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programs is the Federal Stafford Loan
Program. Qualified students may receive
Subsidized Stafford Loans, in which the
Federal government pays all interest as long
as the student is enrolled in at least 6 credit
hours per quarter. Students who do not
demonstrate need may borrow through the
Unsubsidi/.ed Stafford Loan Program.
Interest rates are usually lower than those
offered through private loans, and borrowers
have the option of deferring all payment until
6 months after they stop attending school,
graduate, or drop below 6 hours per quarter.
To apply for any of these programs,
pick up a 1995-96 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). If you filled
one out last year and are at the same address,
you may have received a renewal application
in the mail. Renewal applications can be used
in place of the FAFSA. You will need to
complete a 1994 income tax return (if you
plan to file taxes this year) in order to fill out
your FAFSA correctly. Armstrong State also
requires financial aid applicants to complete
an institutional application.
In addition to Federal and State
programs, many scholarships will become
available in February and March. The
Financial Aid Office will post notices of these
opportunities on the bulletin board next to
the office as they become available.
Students
who
want
more
information or applications for any of these
programs should contact the Financial Aid
Office (927-5272), located in the
Administrative Building. Hours are 8:15 to
5:00 Monday through Friday, and
applications are available outside the door
after office hours.

1995-96
Financial Aid Applications
are now available at the
Financial Aid Office.
Be sure to pick one up
as soon as possible —
the sooner the better!
Early applicants are more
likely to receive certain
types of assistance.
Even if you filled
out a form last year,
you must do it again.
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Editorial: Celebrating His Dream
On a hot August day in 1963, nearly
a quarter-million Americans marched through
the natiori's capital and congregated near the
reflecting pool of the Lincoln Memorial.
There, Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke the fol
lowing words:
Five score years ago, a great Ameri
can, in whose symbolic shadow we know
stand, signed the Emancipation Proclamation.
This momentous decree came as a great bea
con light of hope to millions of Negro slaves
who had been seared in the flames of wither
ing injustice. It came as a joyous daybreak to
end the long night of captivity.
But one hundred years later, we must
face the tragic fact that the Negro is still not
free. One hundred years later, the life of the
Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles
of segregation and the chains of discrimina
tion. One hundred years later, the Negro lives
on a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a
vast ocean of material prosperity. One hun
dred years later, the Negro is still languished
in the corners of American society and finds
himself in exile in his own land. So we come
here today to dramatize an appalling condi
tion.
In a sense we have come to our
nation's Capital to cash a check. When the
architects our republic wrote the magnificent
words of the Constitution and Declaration of
Independence, they were signing a promis
sory note to which every American was to fall
heir. This note was a promise that all men
would be guaranteed the unalienable rights of
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
It is obvious today that America had
defaulted on this promissory note insofar as
her citizens of color arc concerned. Instead
of honoring this sacred obligation, America
has given the Negro people a bad check; a
check which has come back marked "insuffi
cient funds." But we refuse to believe that
the bank of justice is banknipt. We refuse to
believe that there arc insufficient funds in the
great vaults of opportunity in this nation. So
we have come to cash this check — a check
that will give us upon demand the riches of
freedom and the security of justice. We have
also come to this hallowed spot to remind
America of the fierce urgency of now. This
is no time to engage in the luxury of cooling
off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradu
alism. Now is the time to make real the prom
ises of Democracy. Now is the time to rise
from the dark and desolate valley of segrega
tion to the sunlit path of racial justice. Now
is the time to open the doors of opportunity
to all of God's children. Now is the time to
lift our nation from the quicksands of racial
injustice to the solid rock of brotherhood.
It would be fatal for the nation to
overlook the urgency of the moment and to
underestimate the determination of the Ne
gro. This sweltering summer of the Negro's
legitimate discontent will not pass until there
is an invigorating autumn of freedom and
equality. 1963 is not an end, but a beginning.
Those who hope that the Negro needed to
blow off steam and will now be content will
have a rude awakening if the nation returns to
business as usual. There will be neither rest
nor.tranquility in America until the Negro is

granted his citizenship rights. The whirlwinds
of revolt will continue to shake the founda
tions of our nation until the bright day of jus
tice emerges.
But there is something 1 mus t say to
my people who stand on the warm threshold
which leads into the palace of justice. In the
process of gaining our rightful place we must
not be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not
seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drink
ing from the cup of bitterness and hatred. We
must forever conduct our struggle on the high
plane of dignity and discipline. We must not
allow our creative protest to degenerate into
physical violence. Again and again we must
rise to the majestic heights of meeting physi
cal force with soul force. The marvelous new
militancy which has engulfed the Negro com
munity must not lead us to distrust of all white
people, for many of our white brothers, as evi
denced by their presence here today, have
come to realize that their destiny is tied up
with our destiny and their freedom is inextri
cably bound to our freedom. We cannot walk
alone.
And as we walk, we must make the
pledge that we shall march ahead. We cannot
turn back. There are those who are asking the
devotees of civil rights, "When will you be
satisfied?" We can never be satisfied as long
as the Negro is the victim of the unspeakable
horrors of police brutality. We can never be
satisfied as long as our bodies, heavy with
fatigue of travel, cannot gain lodging in the
motels of the highways and the hotels of the
cities. We cannot be satisfied as long as the
Negro's basic mobility is from smaller ghetto
to larger one. Wc can never be satisfied as
long as a Negro in Mississippi cannot vote and
a Negro in New York believes he has nothing
for which to vote. No, no, we are not satis
fied, and we will not be satisfied until justice
rolls down like waters and righteousness like
a mighty stream.
I am not unmindful that some of you
have come here out of great trials and tribula
tions. Some of you have come fresh from nar
row jail cells. Some of you have come from
areas where your quest for freedom left you
battered by the storms of persecution and stag
gered by the winds of police brutality. You
have been the veterans of creative suffering.
Continue to work with the faith that unearned
suffering is redemptive.
Go back to Mississippi, go back to
Alabama, go back to South Carolina, go back
to Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go back to
the slums and ghettos of our northern cities,
knowing that somehow this situation can and
will be changed. Let us not wallow in the val
ley of despair.
I say to you today, my friends, that in
spite of the difficulties and frustrations of the
moment I still have a dream. It is a dream
deeply rooted in the American dream.
I have a dream that one day this na
tion will rise up and live out the true meaning
of its creed: "We hold these truths to be selfevident; that all men are created equal."
I have a dream that one day on the
red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves
and the sons of former slaveowners will be
able to sit down together at the table of broth

erhood.
I hav e a dream that one day even the
state of Mississippi, a desert state sweltering
with the heat of injustice and oppression, will
be transformed into an oasis of freedom and
justice.
I have a dream that my four little chil
dren will one day live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of their skin
but by the content of their character.
I h ave a dream today.
I have a dream that one day the state
of Alabama, whose governor's lips are pres
ently dripping with the words interposition and
nullification, will be transformed into a situ
ation where little black boys and black girls
will be able tojoin hands with little white boys
and white girls and walk together as sisters
and brothers.
I h ave a dream today.
I have a dream that one day every
valley shall be exalted, every hill and moun
tain shall be made low, the rough places will
be made plains, and the crooked places will
be made straight, and the glory of the Lord
shall be revealed, and all flesh shall sec it to
gether.
This is our hope. This is the faith
with which I return to the South. With this
faith we will be able to hew out of the moun
tain of despair a stone of hope. With this faith
we will be able to transform the jangling dis
cords of our nation into a beautiful symphony
of brotherhood. With this faith we will be able
to work together, to pray together, to struggle
together, to go to jail together, to stand up for
freedom together, knowing that wc will be free
one day.
This will be the day when all of God's
children will be able to sing with new mean
ing
My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I si ng:
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
From every mountain-side
Let freedom ring.
And if America is to be a great na
tion this must become true. So let freedom
ring from the prodigious hilltops of New
Hampshire. Let freedom ring from the mighty
mountains of New York. Let freedom ring
from the heightening Alleghenies of Pennsyl
vania!
Let freedom ring from the
snowcapped Rockies of Colorado!
Let freedom ring from the curva
ceous peaks of California!
But not only that; let freedom ring
from Stone Mountain of Georgia!
Let freedom ring from Lookout
Mountain of Tennessee!
Let freedom ring from every hill and
molehill of Mississippi. From every
mountainside, let freedom ring.
When we let freedom ring, when we
let it ring from every village and every ham
let, from every state and every city, we will
be able to speed up that day when all of God's
children, black men and white men, Jews and
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Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be
able tojoin hands and sing in the words of the
old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! free at last!
thank God almighty, we arc free at last!"

— Commentary on next page

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

Students!
contribute to the
award-winning
Armstrong Magazine
by contacting
Lauretta Hannon
@ 927-5223
if you know of a
student who would
make a good profile
for the next edition.

— Michael Walker

an Army officer, you'll command the

find one. But if you're a nurs

— Continued front previous page
Litlle more th an a generation ago
Martin Luther King, Jr. lost his life while
leading America towarda new horizon. Now,
though millions who walked beside him live
in an America that is still not free, we are in
an aimless struggle. We c ontinue to fight,
but for what? Justice? Liberty?
Contemporary Americans must re
alize that what we are pres ently fighting for
is our survival. And in order to guarantee
that survival, we must c ontinue to Jight for
liberty andjustice, not just for Americans but
for all humans. That, I think, was Dr. King's
message. He did not speak for black men
and women and black boys and girls; he was
speaking to andfor everyone — all are cre
ated equal.
On January 16th, we missed an op
portunity to come together as one people and
celebrate an idea: liberty and justice for all.
You see, the idea not the man is what we
should be celebrating. Martin Luther King
the man was mere flesh and bones, a vehicle
for his ideas. His d eath, while a personal
loss to his loved ones, should not be mourned
but rejoiced because it set free his ideas and
gave them to us all.
When Abraham Lincoln died after
a long night on an assasin's bed, one of his
colleagues said: "Now he belongs to the
ages." So it was with Martin Luther King.
The man died so the idea could live.
For som e reason, though, the idea
seems to have died with King. For some rea
son, we allowed the movement to secure civil
rights for all humans die with the movement s
greatest spokesman. Whatever the reason,
we can change it. We ca n do what others
before us failed to do. We can pick up the
sputtering torch of liberty and justice and
carry it high in the air to the corners of the
earth. We do n't need Martin Luther King,
Jr. to lead us. We need his idea. We need to
recognize that his dream is similar to our
own. And most importantly, we need to make
the dream live again in the actions and deeds
of a new crop of little boys and girls.

with your level of experience. As

Any nurse* wlu> just wants a job can

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Applications for
INKWELL EDITOR
are now being accepted.
If you have a solid work ethic, dedication,
creativity, and are not intimidated by computers,
then you are encouraged to apply!
Applications can be picked-up at the
Student Activities Office, MCC
between 8:30am and 5:00pm, weekdays.
I
Applications are due no later than
i
5:00pm, March 3rd.
Because applicants will be reviewed by
I
members of the ASC Publications Board,
a body committed to quality,
only serious applicants need apply.
*
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The Skidaway Marine Science Foundation is sponsoring a
nature trail walk led by Marine Extension Service Educator
John "Crawfish" Crawford. The walk will take place near
the aquarium on the north end of Skidaway Island. Those
interested should meet in front of the aquarium at 3:00 pm
on Sunday, January 22nd. The walk will last about 1 t o
1 1/2 hours and is geared to the whole family. Bring field
guides and field glasses if you wish. Come early and bring a
picnic; tables are available on the bluff behind the aquarium.
No reservations are necessary. For more information, call
598-2325.

February 2nd, Noon, HP Auditorium
Faculty Lecture Series:
A Lincoln-Douglas Debate
Dr. John K earns and Dr. Daniel Skidmore-Hess,
Government
In 1858, Abraham Lincoln contested the
reelection of Senator Stephen A. Douglas. For
three months, Lincoln and Douglas stumped the
state of Illinois, engaging in seven formal
debates. Douglas won another term but was
forced to take positions that cost him the
presidency in 1860. Lincoln's defeat was a
temporary setback, for he acquired a national
reputation and won the presidency in 1860. The
debates also crystallized public opinion on
extension of slavery to the territories and the
power of the states to regulate their domestic
institutions. But for these debates — one of
which will be presented —American history
might have run a far different course.

11
January 19th, Noon, HP Auditorium
A Paradox learned Alabama: An Episode Not
Covered in History Class
Dr. Ed Wheeler,
Mathematics and Computer Science

m

The National Multiple Sclerosis Society — Georgia
Chapter is hiring three Independent Assistants from the
Savannah area. Assistants will be responsible for doing
chore services for people with MS in their home. Services
include running errands, preparing meals, doing light
house cleaning. Assistants will be required to work
approximately 17 hours per week. Assistants will be paid
a stipend, equivalent to minimum wage, and will also
receive a grant for $2300, to be used for education.
Assistants are needed immediately. If you are interested,
please call Connie Divine @ 1 8 00 822 3379.

Volunteer Help
Needed

.

,

•

S.T.A.R.S. Noon Workshop Series
Students Taking Active Responsibility for Success
Thursday, January 19
Tuesday, January 24
Thursday, January 26
Tuesday, January 31
Thursday, February 2
%J 7

»/

Business and Social Etiquette
Resume Writing Skills
Interviewing Skills
Personal Financial Management
Improving Reading Skills

Workshops are held at the CAREER LIBRARY,
Division of Student Affairs, MCC.

from
Students and
Faculty:
If you have
something important
to share or teach, we
will listen !
Please call Tom
Wuest — Director of
Education, Bethesda
School @ 351-2055
mmm.
iililll:

Armstrong State College
Freshmen & Sophomores:
Scholarship Opportunities and a Commission
*** Starting Salary: $23,500 ***
Naval ROTC Offers ASC Freshmen and Sophomores:
a commission as an officer in the Navy or Marine Corps Immediately upon graduation
— full tuition scholarship opportunities
— four and two year scholarship programs, plus $100 per month
— summer training (with pay) at locations around the world
— a job upon graduating
For additional information, contact:
Recruiting Officer
NROTC Savannah State College
351-3808

FEATURING 18 POOL TABLES, 2 DART BOARDS,
SHUFFLEBOARD, & A S MOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENT!

13051 Abercorn Street • Savannah, Ga., 31419

OPEN 11:00 A.M.—• 1:00 A.M. MON.—THURS.
11:00 a.M.— 2:00 a.m. FRI.—SAT.
6:00 P.M.—MIDNIGHT ON SUNDAY

FREE HALF-HOUR OF POOL W/
LUNCH PURCHASE MON.—FRI.!
TUESDAY NIGHT IS C OLLEGE
NIGHT! 1/2 PRICE POOL AND $1.00
DRAFTS W/ COLLEGE I.D.!

7*r

A.S.C COUPON

E

FREE HALF-HOUR
OF POOL!
LIMIT ONE PER PE RSON PER VISIT

r
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The Lowe-down on the Dating Game
hf mnct
i «» -r>.
Dating is one of the
most complex c
female? Then, if you go for option number
mysteries of our existence. There are so
1, what you really want may cost 12 or 13
many ins and outs that it could really make a
dollars. So I'll compromise and go with an
person s head spin. Do I do this or let him do
appetizer because I d on't know how much
that? Should I p ay or go Dutch or what?
the guy's got in his pocket. M ight as well not
The really complicated thing is that
break him on the first date.
there's no rulebook. Everybody's idea of
Next we move on to what to wear.
what goes and what doesn't is different.
If I dress and the guy doesn't, I feel stupid. If
Kind of like playing Blindman's Bluff, huh?
the guy dresses and I don't, I feel stupid.
For example, ] figure that if a guy pays the
Girls see how guys dress on a first date as an
first two times, I'll pick up the tab the third
indication of how interested they are. If a
time. Some guys may get offended if a girl
guy shows up looking like a bum, I figure it's
pays, though, and other guys want to go
hit-the-road time. If a guy shows up looking
Dutch straight away.
nice, a girl thinks, "Wow! I must be special.
Then there's the ultimate female
He got all dressed up for me!"
dilemna—should I get what I really want or
Now, should I t ry to impress a guy
get a boring salad so he'll think I'm a true
or go ahead and shock him by being myself?

What the heck, he'll discover the real me
sooner or later. Might as well get it over
with. And the whole conversational gambit
is a virtual minefield . You try not to talk
about yourselfand act interested in him. The
only problem is if the guy's doing the same
thing. But how many girls have gone out
with THE JOCK?! "Did I t ell you my last
year s statistics?","Hey, how bout my last
touchdown/field goal/tackle?", or "Hey
baby, wanna feel my biceps?" Oh, and I can
intelligently discuss woofers and tweeters
and all the rest, yet I'm clueless as to what all
this stuff is. It goes in a car, right? Or how
abouttheguy who showered in Stetson before
he showed up for the date?
Here's my favorite — "What do

you wanna do?" "I don't know. What do you
wanna do?" "I don't care. It's up to you."
"No, you decide."
I do have to admit that I've gone on
great dates, though, when we clicked, held
hilarious conversations, felt comfortable
with each other, and d idn' t have that end-ofdate awkwardness. Whatever happened to
those guys, anyway?
The good thing about dating is that
even the most awful experiences are funny
later. And I'm so glad I'm female. I don't
have to ask for the date, pay the first time, or
figure out where to go. Thank God. I have
enough problems.

— Bonnie Lowe

What's Behind Curtain Number Five ?
The Wonder Bra caught my
attention some time before it was introduced
by Belk's department store a few months
ago. But while the live Savannah models,
lancily shepherded to the store in stretchlimousines, wore the bra underneath their
clothing leaving their genuine shape up to
the audience's imagination, the bra I was
confronted with sat on a Swiss Airplane.
How else chould I describe the
woman who graced the airplane's business
section, last fall, displaying her upper body
in nothing but a skimpy garment? Since I
had my seat in the first row of the regular
section, which is separated from the other
by a curtain, I got — more often than I
wanted — glimpses of the shenanigans
going on behind it.

her tray three drinks which he quickly
downed, one after the other.

of trams and buses crisscrossing the city of
Vienna, aside from the six different
underground
lines;
the
system's
extensiveness as well as its reliability factor
have often served as an example for good,
dependable public transportation in other
places of the world. Even though, I wondered
how many other bay windows like this onc
existed elsewhere ...

and washed in bordello-lighting, was called
by his owner thc "meditation bed." Here he
would lie still under thc influence of cocaine
after his romping around with female visitors
from thc village and contemplate his
depressions. Gabriele D'Annunzio was not
your average poet.

'fit is assumed that wrestlers only
put on a big show during their performances,
I submit that they don't try very hard; they
seem to be simply themselves. I also wonder
how aware they arc of their surroundings;
when a youthful airport employee asked the
Already published by the time he
bleached blond in front of me in the customs
was 17, he was not only known for his poetry
line for an autograph, the "celebrity" startled
Radioing to several streetcars on
which was compared to that of Byron,
me with the news that he and his colleagues
their route, a helpful employee located my Shelley and Swinburne, but for his
had just come from Germany. (Never mind
bag, and a half hour later, as "my" tram eccentricities as well. It also colored his
that we all boarded in Zurich. What's the
finished its route and pulled into the station
venture into politics which was conducted
difference anyway? Germany, Switzerland
again, I could sec the conductor— through
in grand style.
Australia ...)
the window — approach the building,
-Vhcn at thc 1919
Peace
1 do have to admit that they were
carrying my bag. Gratefully, I d onated the Conference of Saint Germain, Italy received
helpful at the baggage claim; these
plums I h ad purchased before, to the helpful South Tyrol, Trieste, and the Istrian
colossuscs (colossi?) pleased not only me
I n ever did catch on completely to
crew and left, still impressed by the Peninsula, but not the important harbor of
the thirty-ish brunette's purpose, who kept with their easy handling of heavy suitcases. revelation. Who would have suspected that?
Fiumc, disgruntled Italian soldiers sent a
1 filed the events away as 'he saga
on "visiting," row by row,
the other
And what docs one really know .. . ?
message
to the sympathetic poet: "Fiumc or
business men" acknowledged by an of "Curtain # 1," since in Vienna, last
If t here was something behind this death!" it said. D'Annunzio grabbed thc
occasional flashlight and audible acclaim. summer, I came across a "Curtain # 2" story. curtain # 2, there was nothing behind the
opportunity to produce himself in thc
But maybe the nice-looking gentleman who One day, I forgot a plastic bag with my next one. Curtain # 3 was in the opera house
greatest hour of his life: on September 12,
— shortly after take-off - emerged from swimming gear on a streetcar. When I of Graz, the capital city of the province of
1919, as the self-declared governor of
behind the curtain saw more than he was noticed the mishap, I walked back to the Styria of which Mr. Arnold Schwarzenegger
Fiume, and wildly acclaimed by a mass of
comfortable with; he informed the station I had gotten out and asked a streetcar is a native. Instead of something behind the
spectators,
he staged a theatrical military
conductor
for
help.
"Come
with
me,"
he
said,
stewardess that he was abandoning his seat
curtain, there was something in front of it
parade
and
triumphantly entered the city in
and so I followed him into a building to
for a more serene location somewhere in
Or somebody, I should say, because it was his bright-red Fiat "Tipo 4." Even though
which
I
had
never
paid
attention
since
it
the back of the regular class. It was obvious
the Austrian strong-man himself
his."reign" lasted only a year, his persona
appeared simply to be a part of the roofed
that he did not take easily to "Bra et al" when
Schwarzenegger was invited as the guest of
station
s
architecture.
I
had
never
even
seen
had
heavily influenced the development of
he quipped: "It is very unpleasant in there."
honor at his latest action-movie's premiere
the door he opened.
Italian
fascism. His picture, showing him
By the time other passengers
And since somebody — who, I don't know,'
with
Mussolini,
is as revered in Italy today
How
surprised
was
I
t
o
notice
that
having gotten word of the "Bra" behind the'
of course — had dreamed up the opera house
there
existed
a
whole
hidden
world
inside:
as
is
the
onc
of
its
contemporary soccer star
curtain, began to trickle down the aisle, a
as the proper setting for his latest opus a
Roberto Baggio.
to
my
right,
there
were
drivers
at
a
long
table
stewardess had revealed the identity of the
happily grinning Schwarzenegger stood in
In the meantime, tourists keen
business group" to me: it was Ted Turner's drinking coffee, apparently on a break, in a front of the curtain, facing the gussied-up
kind of "reflectory" for streetcar personnel.
rampling through his shrine at Lake Garda
wrestling team.
audience and thanking everybody from
The misbegotten proponent of "the On the left, a group handling technical the Bucrgcrmcistcrto his mother Aurelia for admiring a weird panopticum of thousands'
friendly skies," meanwhile, had turned into equipment and telephones sat in front of a the opportunity to bow in this heralded place; ofoddit.es, including — when thc curtain
big bay window, looking out — gasp!
at
dramatically parts - the plane, dangline
a personified, tray-schlepping perpetuum
he'd never dreamed of such a thing to
Tom the vaulted ceiling, which D'Annunzio
mobile -in with a full, out with an empty the streetcar stop and the waiting passengers. happen. You bet. Neither did I. But that's
I couldn't believe my eyes: nobody out there
used in a spectacular propaganda flight over
onc ~ 'n w'fh a full, out with an empty
alright; he really is a nice man.
enemy" Vienna.
in with a ..., out with a ..., in, out... , in, suspected he was being seen through a one
Let mc add onc final curtain, ifoniy
way mirror.
What you sec is often what you net
out. 1 had had a foreboding, when during
to pursue the question: Do curtains hide
I quickly realized that the object of
but not always. And because onc can
I
boarding a member of the group stopped
things? Or do they reveal them?
the stewardess in her tracks, already on her this operation was to maintain and supervise
nC
has
t0
cont
°" ''' °
'nuc to
Curtain # 4 graces the bed of a .ttcTttT?
bchind th°se curtains. N'cst-cc pas?
way with potent potables, and snatched from an efficient streetcar traffic at this particular
nousc in Gardonc, Italy, known as "II
important transfer point. There arc hundreds
—Aurelia Roth
or'3lc" Thc bed, framed by Greek statues

I

Film Reviews

by Robert Pickett*

Clerks and Nell: a Couple of New Looks

7U

in

Nell
generational. Indeed, it is an exploration —
never an explanation — of a generation called
X. It celebrates shiftlessness, insecurity, sex,
and a general mediocrity said to typi fy today's
young adults.

"The world is too much with us."
Wordsworth, 18o7
"In the woods is perpetual youth."
Emerson, 1836

Fastforward — Dante goes to his
job at Quick Stop Groceries. His friend,
Randal, periodically closes the video store
next door where he works and goes to Dante's
store to talk about life, love, and the finer
points of customer service. The end.

"The earth is... living poetry like the leaves
of a tree, which precede flowers and fruit."
Thoreau, 1854
"Watch and listen to the neglected Mothcrof
us all"
Arrested Development, 1992
It's all been said before, but that
didn t stop the creators of Nell from saying it
again. Wcneedtoputawayourcellularphones,
our CD players and embrace a more natural
lifestyle. Throw away the shackles of 9 to 5,
roost in a tree in the woods, and get to know
your inner animal. As trite as Nell's message
may be, the film manages to strike a primitive
chord with a gentle perspective and a
convincing performance by Jodie Foster.
Fastforward — Nell, alone after the
death of herstroke-victim mother, is found by
the the kindly, country doctor Liam Neesen

the film has a subtle
way of gazingat Nell in
her natural

surrounding rather
than gawking
Having been hidden from the world, Nell
learns her mother's mangled English and
lives in a Garden of Eden of sorts. That is until
the good, rural doc and the evil city doctor
fight over what's best for her. Ultimately,
only Nell, the weakling who is stronger than
the rest, is able to quell the fires of good
intentions.

It's hard to talk about the storyl ine of
Veil a nd not sound sardonic. It is, afterall,
rather hackneyed in this day of recycling and
rainforest protection. But, try as you might to

Clerks offers no answers, mimicing
the disinterest it celebrates. Don't look for
cathartic answers to life's riddles or the
personal revelations of The Breakfast Club.
Clerks is ultimately about nothing, all the
while painting an accurate and comical picture
of a complacent lifestyle.

"Dante"(rig/it) and "Randal after a fight in Kevin Smith's Clerks
resist, Nell manages to grab you. It has a
subtle way of gazing at Nell in her natural
surrounding rather than gawking at her in a
clinic on the Upper West Side. She doesn't
climb around on al 1fours and eat with her toes
like some feral child in a documentary; instead,
she performs the skills necessary to live in a
house in the woods — no more, no less. Oh
yeah, she speaks another language.
And while it may be easy to guffaw
at her trance-like dances in the river,
silhouetted against a full moon, one can't help
but realize that Nell has no point of reference
as to what civilized folks do in the water at
night. Her world is not ours, and that's the
strength ot the film: it stays mostly in her
world. By the bitter-sweet end you feel like
heading off into the wilderness, killing
something for dinner, and howling at the
moon. That is, if it's not too cold, there's at
least one can of bugspray, and someone else
does the actual killing, but you get the idea.
A glaring weakness in Nell would
have to be its culmination in a court scene. It
is bad but forgivably so. It may be argued as
a statement about the civilized world's

tendency to "take 'cm to court." More than
likely, though, it's just bad.
On the whole Nell emerses us in a
sylvan world of beauty, creating a striking foil
to our own. By making us believe in Nell
before she's brought to the big city, the old
get-back-to-nature idea isgiven new life. When
a story has been told before, the details make
the difference — the details in Nell arc pretty
good. The sentimental will want to plan an
evening around this one; all else should go to
a matinee.

Clerks
If you ever wondered what two twenty-twoyear-old college drop-outs chat about in their
dead-end jobs, then Clerks is the movie for
you. Or, if you ever thought about dropping
out ot school and staying in your own dead
end job, then I would also recommend this
film. If, on the other hand, you're angry over
the demise of the 8-track and your VCR clock
has been blinking 12:00 since 1986, you may
want to go sec Nell', Clerks is awfully

There is a semblance of a plot, but
the appeal of Clerks is in the dialogue (a
mixture of Boys in the Hood and Woody
Allen) and in the lovable loafers, two guys
whose greatest purpose in life is talking about
finding a greatest purpose in life.

Clerks is an exploration
— never an
explanation —
of a generation called X
The production ofthc film costabout
as much as a nice sedan, so don't expect any
flashy convience store sets — it was filmed at
the same Quick Stop where writer/director
Kevi n Smith worked off and on for four years.
Also, don't expect the most careful editing or
the keenest attention to shot composition.
Hell, don't expect color. Do expect, however,
a funny-for-the-wrong-rcasons look into the
1 i ves of two guys trying to figure out stuff. Pay
whatever they ask for Clerks', i t's a unique
experience.
Note: Clerks has been released on an
extremly limited basis. We have been told that
it will play at the Carmike at the beginning of
February. Keep an eye out for it.

Lost in the Video Store ?
fyou can'tdecide what to rent this weekend,
here's a good chance the Cocn brothers,
oel and Ethan, have made something to suit
ou. Their topics vary greatly, but all
icorporate a stunning visual style and a
izarre comic touch.

hdsucker Proxy

— You know this one

ready: boy gets job in the mailroom, boy
lets pr omoted to president of the company,

characters. These people aren't people as
much as they are hyperbolic explosions of
personality. They dominate the thin strands
of plot, creating a carousel of buffoonery not
seen since another Coen gem, Raising
/fr/zona. Tim Robbins plays the very innocent
boy, Paul Newman plays the very bad
puppeteer, and Jennifer Jason Leigh steals
the show playing the very Munciest ofMuncie
girls.

Oy is puppet for an evil guy, boy thinks
bout jumping out of a forty-fifth floor

Miller's Crossing — Miller's Crossing is
the place where grifters go to get whacked

indow (if you count the mezzanine). What
'akes Hudsucker Proxy so delightful is that

by people with names like The Dane. It's a

is filled with caricatures rather than

movie with tommy guns, dames, and the old

:

double-cross. It's also a movie about loyalty,
businessethics, and impossible love. In short,
Miller's Crossing is complex enough that
you shouldn't watch it too close to bedtime.
Tommy has to decide what to do with Bcrnie
Bcrnbaum. Tommy's boss, Leo, is protecting
Bernie as he is the brother of Verna, Leo's
squeeze. Rival mob boss Casper wants Bcrnie
dead. Tommy knows Bcrnic's life isn't worth
a gangwar, but he's torn as well because he's
sleeping with Leo's love, Verna. Get it? If

Barton Fink—Th is video may be an acqui red
taste, and it's probably best rented when you
want to sec something off the beaten track.
Barton Fink is a successful playwright on
Broadway, known for his riveting treatment
of the working-class shmoc. After going to
Hollywood to work forthc Pictures, however,
Barton lcarnsjusthow little he actually knows
about the common man. His passionate ideals
are lost in a confusing web of obnoxious
producers and homocidai neighbors. His

you get a little lost in the plot, you can at least
enjoy lines like, "Take your flunky
and

house of cards ultimately falls down when
he's forced to evaluate himself outside the
world of the play.

dangle," or "I'm tired of always getting the
high hat." This is a gangster's gangster movie.

The Back Page

1. What was Adolf Hitler's favorite movie?
2. What direction is the Sahara desert expanding in by a half a m ile a
year?
3.What did Little Johnny Green put in a well?
4. What's a somnambulist?
5. Do mosquitoes have teeth?
6. What New Mexico resort town was named for a radio game show?
7. Who was Beaver Cleaver's school teacher?
8. How many U.S. states border California?
9. What football coach said: "Winning isn't everything — it's the only
thing" ?
10. What Daniel Defoe character had everything done by Friday?
11. What was erected overnight in August, 1961?
12. What sport is known as The Grand Old Game ?
13. What was the first book set in type?
J4. What novel has the ghost of Catherine appearing to Mr. Lockwood?
15. How much does Ventor Avenue cost in Monopoly ?
16. What U.S. state is named for a Greek island?
17. What is the Crystal Anniversary?
18. How many bottles are there in a magnum of champagne?
19. What U.S. state is free of houseflies?
20. What is Kojak's first name?
Answers:
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evaluate the tttkitffcll
Please take a few moments to respond to the following questions. Your
omments benefit the editorial staff and your fellow readers.
1st year

2nd or 3rd year

4th year +

age:
major:
faculty member
department:
There is
There are

or is not
or are not

enough news coverage.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Beer ingredient
5 Large amount
10 Rude building
14 Ready (or
publication
15 Group of wives
16 Weary
17 Burrowing
animal
18 State a view
19 Otherwise
20 Equip
22 Tilted
24 Deep hole
25 Memento
26 Free from
bondage
30 Carved
34 Ancient
35 Liquid meas.
36 Make very
happy
37
be seeing
you"
38 Charged with a
gas
41 Massage
42 Helicoptor blade
44 Brooch
45 Soft drink
46 Rx directions
48 Fireworks item
50 Thin material
52 Murray or West
53 Shaded walk
56 Kind of paste-up
art work
60 Desert sight
61 Arabian ruler
63 Group of sailors
64 Volcanic peak
65 Non-com
66 Employ
67 Paste shut
68 Grooved face of
a tire
69 Sweet potatoes
DOWN
1 Strong fiber
2 Perfume
3 Heap
4 Paced
5 Extreme lack
6 Sleeveless
wrap
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7 Jackie's
husband
8 Thickheaded
9 Scents
10 Sign painter's
equipment
11 Sword handle
12 Gaelic
13 Heroic action
21 Manner
23 Felt sick
25 Turn for the
worse
26 Scot, estate
owner
27 Eskimo home
28 Sashes
29 Fix a roof
31 Holiday song
32 Musical piece
33 Exclude
38 Discuss hotly
39 Gratuity
40 In lov e (with)
43 Cereal
45 Lacking details
47 First-born
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49 Raced
51 Truman's
birthplace
53 Summer
quenchers
54 Musical
instrument

55 Siam visitor
56 Large: pref.
57 Opera solo
58 Disease
source
59 Sheep
62 Before

enough columns/features.

What would you like to see more of ?

What do you presently like about the paper?

Do you benefit from the announcements listed on the Attention ASC bulletin
board ?
Comments:

Please drop you response in any of the drop-boxes attached to the
distribution boxes located around the campus. Thanks for your time.

Keep in touch with the
Student Government Association
by calling the SGA Voice MailBox

@ 927-5350.
Voice your opinions, offer suggestions,
keep in touch!
Messages are checked daily.

